D112 Willis Sprague Holden

Creator: Willis Sprague Holden

Historical Note: Professor of Journalism at Wayne State University in Michigan (U.S.A.), W. Sprague Holden visited Australia during 1956-57 as a Fulbright Scholar. As a result of his visit, he published ‘Australia Goes to Press’ in 1961. Holden unsuccessfully advocated the adoption in America of an arbitration system based on that used in Australia. This collection comprises photocopied research records of Willis Sprague Holden.

Record Summary: Research records – journal articles, unpublished manuscripts.

Date Range: 1967-1976

Quantity: 4cm (1 box)

Access Conditions: Available for reference. Contact Archivist in advance to arrange access.

Inventory: Compiled 27 August 1980. Last revised 11 October 2012
Item List

Photocopies of published journal articles and unpublished manuscripts written by W. Sprague Holden on industrial relations within the newspaper industries of Australia and the United States of America.